This article introduces the special issue on fashion and features an analysis of the current state of the relationship between the fashion system and feminist scholarship. Important points of convergence are identified, including the link between the socalled democratisation of fashion and the recent resurgence of feminism in mass culture, fashion's introduction of complex models of identity, embodiment and materiality, its foregrounding of class, and its ability to shed light on the relationship between feminism and neoliberal capitalism. Altogether, fashion emerges as an ideal diagnostic tool for the feminist politics of the present.
with their emphasis on the expression of personal identity, have sometimes unwittingly colluded with the choice-driven logic that imagines consumerism as a playground for personal communication, hiving it off from the systems-including capitalist patriarchy-in which it is embedded. The ability to do this depends on a conscious splitting of individual subjectivity from the grand and spectacular sweep of the fashion industry, so that individual choices can appear to have sprung from the glamorous ether of self-expression rather than a locatable world-historical mood. The new fashion scholarship avoids this tendency to bifurcation, tracing as it does the mutual imbrication of fashion production and mediation, and individuals' expressive 'choices'. In large part, this turn is prefigured by the turn to the digital. Digital media-which encompasses, in the realm of fashion, everything from style blogging, to YouTube 'haulers', online shopping, and new online fashion magazines-ostensibly ushered in another era of 'democratisation' for fashion, following that of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (whose democratic reach is itself contested). Rather, it seems that the digitisation of fashion cultures and representations helps to highlight the relationships between individual desires and practices, and the fashion and style superstructure, whose relationship to democratisation is at best contested. The result is a clear picture-reflected in this volume in particular by Kath Horton's and Rosa Crepax's essays-of the inextricability of gendered subjects from capitalism. They remind us of the structural constraints that condition fashion choices, while taking seriously the forms of expression that are thereby enabled, which we also see in Jennifer Sweeney-Risko's treatment of Beyoncé and Erin O'Connor's analysis of Phoebe Philo.
If the relationship between the self and structures of capital becomes glaringly apparent in contemporary fashion mediation, so too does the bleed between the physical and virtual spaces of fashion. The commingling of bricks-and-mortar retail with online community-building-as in the US feminist store Wildfang, discussed in my interview in this issue with Reina Lewis-the spaces occupied at live couture shows by fashion bloggers, and the online circulation of various forms of 'streetstyle' photography: all of these highlight bodies moving across spheres. If feminism's most potent contributions to fashion studies have been to underscore the importance of the material body and to stress the material dimensions of culture, then today's fashion structures challenge us to further refine our very ideas about the material. What happens to the body as it moves online? What happens to the promise of the material garment-much-vaunted in feminist theory-as it is rendered in pixels, on a screen? The notable thing about fashion is that it travels. To say that the garment, for instance, dematerialises as it moves onscreen, does not do justice to the complex ways that clothing-or a dressed body-transforms as it travels between virtual and physical space. With its liberal trafficking across such boundaries, today fashion defies entrenched feminist understandings of materiality, prompting us to rethink this category that has been so central to gender scholarship because of its alignment with the feminine and its consequent dismissal. Fashion today does not afford us the safety of dwelling in some pure materiality or of being given over to a utopic terrain of dematerialised, floating signifiers. Rather it highlights the relationship of body and worlds as these migrate, offering an intriguing model of itinerant, unstable matter that nonetheless maintains a strong connection to lived conditions of embodiment and sociality. Fashion, with this same material dimension, also connects helpfully to mood, another category that troubles orthodoxies that feminists have been both interested in challenging and implicitly invested in upholding. Mood, as Jennifer D. Carlson and Kathleen C. Stewart (2014) write, is 'both a distribution across a field of subjects, objects, orientations, agencies, boundaries and institutionalized kernels of force or ideology and a fine point of affective sense that takes root in subjects to become the small and strangely shared lines of a life' (115). That is, moods knit together individual and collective: they are subjectively experienced and expressed, but it is their social circulation that defines them. Fashion functions like this, too-it is, famously, an expression of individuality and a technology that links the individual to the collective, blurring the line between the two because the form discursively insists upon their interdependence. Like mood, though, fashion is a social modality that does not subordinate individual to social, while it refuses to disentangle the two. In this sense, it approximates the workings of moods as a relative of affect, but guards against the tendency to individualise that theories of affect can lead us to, despite our best intentions. And, too, fashion is of course about the capturing and material translation of moods, seen as it is to express a generally ephemeral zeitgeist. The form thus creates a useful equilibrium between the empirical and the intangible, asserting the importance of the barely perceptible, much less nameable, in social worlds. For feminists, this materially inflected abstract realm of mood that fashion translates so well can help mitigate the lasting effects of schisms between theoretical and empirical work-splits which, though their heyday is past, continue to inform feminist scholarship. In its harnessing of mood, fashion offers a model-or, even, a series of models -for feminist scholarship interesting in accounting for the world creatively, generatively.
It allows us to do such work in particular with categories of identity. Of all the themes in this issue, class is the most notable for its expansiveness, its reach across all of the essays collected here. Of course, fashion has historically been a class marker par excellence, functioning as a highly visible form of cultural capital, and heavily invested-at the upper reaches of the industry-in maintaining status distinctions. The so-called democratisation of fashion that occurred in the late nineteenth century with the advent of new techniques for mass production occasioned immense class anxiety in the middle and upper middle classes. The explicit acknowledgement of class that threads through the essays collected here is striking, however, from the point of view of a (feminist) history of engagements with the category. While class is understood as a central category here-and not merely namechecked-it is not boldly or singularly marked out in any of the pieces. Rather, the salience of class is taken for granted, and the category is one among several strands of identity, in a model in which identity categories are not privileged but are not altogether absent, either. The writing collected here, in fact, seems to take as its starting point a diffracted model of identity. Perhaps because of fashion's mobile and itinerant nature, its ephemeral quality, analyses of it tend to adopt a similarly diffuse approach. Writing about fashion today has moved well beyond the approach dominant in the 1990s, in which a kind of utopian potential for the dissolution of identity seemed to reign, in keeping with the broader moment of postmodern cultural criticism. Fashion studies has recommitted to identity, on some level, as these pieces illustrate with their discussions of intricate connections between class, race, age, and femininity. But the example of class, which threads through the works but does not stand out as definitive, seems to indicate a model of identity as materially locatable and linked to oppression, yet capacious and flexible, again short-circuiting unproductive antinomies that have sometimes befallen feminist theory.
In this sense, fashion studies holds the potential to recall us to categories that have been receding; alongside class, of course, sits femininity. While the fashion world is currently embracing gender fluidity, it is notable that our issue can be read as an extended meditation on femininity. Indeed, fashion's longstanding feminisation and trivialisation offers feminists an important vantage point from which to engage with femininity, one that begins from fashion and beauty's 'double bind', described thus by Ellen Rosenman: 'women are required to invest themselves deeply in their appearance and then derided for this obsession ' (2011, 89) . Feminist fashion studies-including virtually all the essays contained in this issue-is typically engaged, whether explicitly or not, with the forms of cultural fallout from this longstanding double bind. It thus offers a potent tool for assessing the persistence of tropes of the feminine over time, into an era in which the stakes appear to have dramatically changed. Fashion's place in a discursive economy of beauty makes plain the ways that this domain is used to promote misogyny, less in the way it styles or pictures feminine bodies and more in the way that it functions to discipline feminine people for their socially constituted investments in appearance. As all of our authors show, fashion promotes and indeed requires a significant outlay of 'aesthetic labour' (Elias, Gill, and Scharff 2017) , connecting it to an increasing attention to forms of labour in social inquiry-and adding nuance to the discussions of class that are also so pervasive among these authors, by suggesting that class and capital are forged as much in the closet and dressing room as in national and international institutions and structures.
This 'double bind' of beauty and fashion, which trades on the deep psychic investments of feminine subjects, can in fact be related to broader structural questions in the fashion industry. Consider the recent work of Giulia Mensitieri, whose book 'Le Plus Beau Métier du Monde': Dans Les Coulisses de l'Industrie de la Mode traces how the luxury fashion industry relies on exploitation of its workers, who are psychically invested in the 'dream' that fashion represents and put up with unpaid labour for the access it affords to beauty, glamour, and luxury. Mensitieri argues that 'capitalism needs this dream: it is fuel for fashion not only in terms of consumption, but in terms of work' (Mensitieri and Lacroix 2018, my translation) . Her work exposes 'the coexistence of utmost luxury and precarity' (Mensitieri and Lacroix 2018) . Fashion thus points us toward some of the gendered and affective dimensions of precarity, that term that is so crucial for understanding the politics of the present.
The politics of the present: fashion can take us straight there. With its embedded relation to global capitalism, its ability to penetrate the psychic lives of consumers and wearers, and its expressive power, the fashion system is an ideal diagnostic tool for the contemporary moment. What is more, its unique time signature-relentlessly attuned to present moods, yet always turned to the past-provides an inbuilt mechanism with which to scrutinise the history of the present, and thus to denaturalise it. Responding in turn to various aspects of the contemporary present-or, in the case of essays by Kimberly Lamm and Jennifer Sweeney-Risko, to past presents-the essays collected here model feminist interventions in the politics of the present: always attuned to the subjective and the structural, the economic and the expressive, and the concretions and diffractions of identity.
